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The situation in 2010 is unchanged and the same as in 2009.
Again, the Chamber of Commerce contributions are paid by MIP from private funds. 
Costs are made private by MIP, so Manely Ellamo. (so donated)

Furthermore, the name Ellamo is used by MIP for strategic reasons for the near future.

We had an informal meeting on 10 December, whereby Mr Groeneveld was unable to attend.

Chairman Manely Ellamo stops working for a boss (Pathé Cinemas, 40 hours a week as film 
operator A ) and starts working full time on film projects at MIP.

Balance January 1, 2009

No capital, no capital, income, and no bank account.

Final Balance December 31, 2009

No capital, no capital, no result, and no bank account.



MIP activities:

Namibia trip with Wim Hof for research shoot due to desert run. Research to show that the method 
can be used in any extreme, form cold to hot. 

The desert shots will be used in one f the Poster designs an din the upcoming teaser or promo

Manely makes a mini cheetah safari promo for the Naankuse Foundation and another one for the 
Guide who helped him with the tour

In the next pages see impressions and links to the two Namibia film shorts shot with new High 
Definition Sony Jungle cam.



Cheetah Safari Naankuse  Namibia Promo Clip

https://youtu.be/Rme5ZT3ycy4

Naankuse receives support from the Jolie-Pitt Foundation
Jolie and Pitt established the Jolie-Pitt Foundation in Namibia in 2006 to mark the birth of daughter 
Shiloh in that country.
“The foundation continues to bless many projects,” the wildlife sanctuary stated.

https://iwh.co.nz/africa/volunteer-in-africa/namibia-volunteer-projects-and-clinics/namibia-wildlife-
sanctuary/brad-pitt-and-angelina-jolie-and-the-sanctuary/

https://youtu.be/Rme5ZT3ycy4
https://iwh.co.nz/africa/volunteer-in-africa/namibia-volunteer-projects-and-clinics/namibia-wildlife-sanctuary/brad-pitt-and-angelina-jolie-and-the-sanctuary/
https://iwh.co.nz/africa/volunteer-in-africa/namibia-volunteer-projects-and-clinics/namibia-wildlife-sanctuary/brad-pitt-and-angelina-jolie-and-the-sanctuary/




Randy Korner Safari Guide

https://youtu.be/6BeMxZkM5p8

https://youtu.be/6BeMxZkM5p8


Film director Manely has had the pleasure to hire this magnificent human being of faith who guided him safely and 
professionally and even helped him, by all means, to create a short Safari Film impression of the magnificent 
www.naankuse.com foundation.

http://www.naankuse.com/

